Advancing of the second part the book

The masses don’t give up: they fight in Yemen, in Palestine, they resist with worker strikes the dictatorship of Al-Sisi in Egypt; in Europe the working class exert their solidarity in defense of refugees against the imperialist gang of Maastricht...
And now the Tunisian masses are coming back to recover what has been stolen from them: bread and the revolution...
From Tunisia to Damascus to Cairo to Jerusalem: one single Intifada to stop the imperialist slaughter.

Syria Remains Under Fire

From Vienna and under the command of Obama the order was given to launch a massive invasion on Syria

Operation Slaughter has begun by NATO, Putin and the mercenary troops of Al-Assad, Iran and Hezbollah

With bombs and starvation, they are aiming to crush the Syrian revolution and its heroic resistance under bombs and submit them by famine

Carlos Munzer - Abu Muad - Abu Al Baraa
Vienna Talks and UN seek to impose Madaya and Zabadani catastrophes on the entire Syria

The siege by Bashar Al-Assad’s genocidal mercenaries to Syrian towns Madaya and Zabadani, located 25 km from Damascus, with their population dying of hunger and undergoing a bomb galore by NATO and Putin while Bashar Al-Assad encircles them—has exposed the exact plan devised in the Vienna Talks by all imperialist bandits and their lackeys who participate in it.

Completely surrounded and without food in cities of 40,000 inhabitants, men, women and children are killed. FSA’s bourgeois generals, claiming to defend the masses, had quickly given in the cities and agreed with Bashar Al-Assad that in exchange of their undisturbed departure with their families, generals and troops of Al-Assad would be set free in cities controlled by the resistance. Then, when the heads of the FSA had gone out of the towns the siege was closed again and for months the inhabitants were surrounded, starved and bombed.

Madaya shows the true face of the “transition” devised in Vienna plan to throttle the Syrian revolution. That is the real significance of the invasion to Syria by 17 countries, including mercenary troops, such as those of Iran and Lebanese Hezbollah.

In Saudi Arabia, also heads of the FSA gathered to coordinate the “transition” of the agreed Bashar Al-Assad’s step down from power within the next six months. This transition would be, according to them, the formation of a national unity government with the prospect of unifying the “opposition” with the generals of Al-Assad into a single army. The Kurdish bourgeoisie in the North of Syria, also participated in the meeting of the “opposition” though they have long time ago tied their fate to Dog Bashar’s and NATO, being part also of this invasion, under the command of Obama.

A section of Muslim brigades refused to sign such an agreement, which is an indication that they are still discussing which part of the business will remain in the hands of the “opposition” but also, and above all, that there are fractions of the bourgeoisie who fear to lose their heads in the hands of the resistance if they quickly sign a pact with Al-Assad.

These meetings are held without the knowledge of the masses and where the actors conspire against them. Nobody there represents the heroic resistance of the exploited; much less the attendants carried any mandate.

"Opposition” Conference in Saudi Arabia, as an agency of the Vienna Talks, is nothing else than a work meeting on how the whole plan is organized and coordinated on a large scale in all Syria what happened in Madaya: bombing at close range, siege, food and water supplies blocked—and betrayal from the inside of the cities besieged by the bourgeois party-armies, famine … and then bread in exchange for surrender.
The generals of FSA, Al-Assad, ISIS know each other, negotiate permanently and systematically the trading of all kinds of goods, oil and monetary circulation all across Syria, where checkpoints that each one of these handles have become true customs, where businessmen trade commercial operations, change their dollars to Syrian Pound in the same way they may do with their trade with the outside. The ultimate expression of this is the business of the use of Iraqi pipelines to export oil through Turkey controlled by ISIS, which it performs even in partnership with Erdogan family.

Looming the new meeting in Vienna in late January, the task of the generals of FSA and other bourgeois variants of the "opposition" is giving in all across Syria, as they gave in Madaya and Zabadani; letting the heroic resistance alone to surrender by hunger and under the bombings of NATO, Putin and Al-Assad.

The problem is that "they hesitate", all of them "hesitate", from the Chief of all, Obama, up to the different actors of this counterrevolutionary plan... Has really the time come? Are the masses enough exhausted to impose a cease-fire and surrender? They wonder...

Therefore, not to have "doubts", they deepen the bombings and the massacre, and Bashar Al-Assad dog is provided with military accoutrements.

Fight goes on house to house in towns and cities; masses defend their people, their families and children, the mercenaries are fighting for money. Armies display their state-of-the-art weapons of mass destruction dropping on the heads of the Syrian exploited. War is big business but capitalists make it with the misery of the masses. These, due to the leaderships they have at their head, have yet to recognize the powerful missile they have in their hands: the expropriation of all capitalists; these millionaire generals; the businessmen; all those that profit from the hunger and the death of the people; those that have cheated, robbed and plundered Syria; and also the bankers of Damascus and the imperialist oil companies who are still stealing Syrian oil even more than before, leaving paltry US$ 7 per barrel going to, from areas controlled by the ISIS, to Turkey and to the same Al-Assad in Damascus.

Capitalists make super-profits with inflation and high cost of living. They, with their party-armies are monitoring checkpoints through which all trade circulates in and between Syria, Iraq and neighboring countries. Generals of Al-Assad, FSA, ISIS, Jabhat al Nusra and the Kurds handle the goods’ prices, and charge taxes on them to pass through their respective territory.

Prices are more expensive and the famine of the exploited deepens to extreme degrees. While prices are skyrocketing, salaries are at floor level; there are no organizations in this war - except for the masses themselves who struggle with what they have at hand - to defend the interests of the working class and give a conscious revolutionary course to so much energy and heroism of the masses against the dog Bashar Al-Assad -whom they identify as the major cause of all their sufferings, which is true.

From here the program of revolutionaries; because only you can win this war with the rebel masses taking over the bourgeois generals who aim to expropriate their revolution... Only by expropriating those responsible for the starving of the people, and putting all the resources in the economy, not for the profit of a few, but for the majority to eat with dignity and win the war. That is the way to reach Damascus, defeating the counter-revolutionary forces of Al-Assad and transforming revolutionary Syria into a bastion of the revolution throughout the region.

The imperialist policy was splitting Syria, giving to each bourgeois fraction the control of part of the territory, there where Dog Bashar Al-Assad had been defeated. In the North, in the Kurdish area, Kobane was the limit to the expansion of ISIS and the border of its Caliphate; it was demarcated to the shots with US imperialism supporting the Kurdish bourgeoisie. At Raqqa and Dessor ISIS does not go further, except to attack the resistance in Aleppo, to sustain the attacks of Al-Assad in Damascus and to occupy the territory taken from the rebel masses after they had been bombarded by Al-Assad.

In Damascus, a praetorian guards’ armored regime has been established.

The new internal borders are only increasing to unprecedented degrees the price of the goods, so the bourgeois fractions make juicy business and masses are dying of hunger, eating grass with olive oil...
Treachery of the exploited masses of the world are the obstacle to victory and the rearmost factor of the Syrian revolution...

Tunisian masses that were betrayed yesterday are again today uprising, once more for bread and for their revolution which had been expropriated by their enemies

...
The Syrian resistance was a "seven-headed Hydra". He was right: it appears in Europe, returns from border refugee camps to seek for its home... This "Hydra" makes the imperialist command fear because they know that in each house they are expected by a worker, a worker woman or a young rebel who will not let them pass, who continues to fight even after the bombs have fallen...

Hundreds of thousands of Syrian refugees are frozen in the snows of the harsh winter in Syria and Europe; they are struggling to survive with their children...

The spark of Tunisia is already again a flame that has been turned on, the collapse of the oil price will submit the masses to new crises and unprecedented suffering. Even the same ISIS has had to lower wages in the areas that it controls, not to talk about what will happen to people in the whole of the Maghreb and the Middle East.

The last word is not written, the capitalist system is broken down, and conditions are more than ripe for the victory of revolution. Betrays impose cruel defeats. The masses do not give up because they will be but starving.

The counter-revolution will not be a work to be imposed in a single act. This has not ended and new conflagrations of class struggle are prepared in the Maghreb, Middle East and all over the world.

If the civil war in Syria has not yet arrived at the stage of revolutionary struggle in which the Government and the regime of Bashar Al-Assad is overthrown and the bourgeois state disintegrates - as happened in Libya, in Egypt, in Tunisia where murderous regimes and governments of Khadafy, Mubarak and Ben Ali fell -, it is because imperialism acted before this string of revolutions that were dislodging the bourgeois States in its path. That is, imperialism acted beforehand with a ferocious counter-revolutionary coup of Al-Assad that began a operation slaughter before the revolution could defeat him in Damascus. That interrupted the chain of local insurrections, while Bashar Al-Assad was surrounded by tens of thousands of mercenaries of Hezbollah, the Iranian Republican Guard; the bombing by their counter-revolutionary forces then and by Putin and NATO today left most of the Syrian cities reduced to rubble.

The left of Obama silenced this massacre and left Dog Bashar Al-Assad hands free to impose his genocide. They also made the revolutionary masses that were burning Maghreb and Middle East believe that with elections and constitutional assemblies they could get bread and freedom. The results are visible; this turned out to be no more than a rodeo so that counter-revolutionary regimes and new imperialistic-lackey's Governments have been restored.

So, due to the betrayal of reformism a fence was imposed that separated the workers of the world from the Syrian masses. The latter are which broke it at the cost of death and unprecedented suffering by reaching Europe with hundreds of thousands of refugees fleeing the brutal genocide.

Today the encircling wall has been again raised and the harsh winter in the region is carrying to exasperating conditions millions of refugees who are at the Syrian borders and in Europe.

The silence that the treasonous parties and their chiefs try to keep again on these is a real tragedy for the Syrian revolution and to the interests of the world working class. Millions of children of the oppressed are dying, not only in the Mediterranean and due to the bombing at close range on the civilian population in Syria, but also in the harsh winter in the refugee camps in the region and in the new prisons in the open -surrounded by barbed wire in which the imperialist bourgeoisie of Maastricht has accommodated them.

Again a fence threatens to be built against the Syrian revolution. The attack "to Paris by France", by which the Government made a real self-at-
attack to militarize nationwide, was a
decisive step for operation massacre
to be able to go until the end.

With counter-revolutionary
blows as in Paris, with Syriza, in
Greece, with the social-imperialist
left throwing refugees out of Greece,
with NGOs diverting the refugees’
fight to charity and begging, with
the betrayal of the bureaucracies of
the unions that refused to fight for
the demand for decent work and
European citizenship to all
refugees... they were able to stop the
pro-Syrian tide that was rocking the
European labor movement.

With the Vienna Talks, and
Saudi Arabia bringing together all
the "opposition" to Assad to organ-
ize a scam of "democratic" transi-
tion, again the Syrian masses have
been left isolated.

Also with the resistance given in
from the inside by the FSA itself, the
final operation slaughter is deepen-
ing abruptly. Infernal bombing to-
gether with counter-revolutionary
military operations by land, is the
most important part of dog Bashar
Al-Assad and the imperialists’ on-
slaught since the civil war began.
They impose it by terrible bombings
and counterrevolutionary military
operations by ground.

It is clear that with the invasion
on a large scale to Syria and the
slaughter operation, imperialism is
aiming to send a warning to all the
workers and peoples of the world
that are likely to revolt against
hunger and poverty.

Imperialism knows that a new
blow of the world crack and bank-
rupcy of the world stock exchanges
is already underway. As we have al-
ready said, before new "Syrias",
"Yemens", "Tahrir Squares" arise in
the world the imperialist countries
have to slaughter, and crush the rev-
olutions right now.

Imperialism is involved in a
speed race for crushing the masses,
before those new flare-ups of the
world revolution hit it.

This is what is happening with
the revolutionary upheavals not
only in Tunisia but in Haiti, which
has become a camp of vacant slave
labor, ready to be used in all the
"maquila" factories in Central Amer-
ica and the Caribbean.

Haiti is a nation occupied by in-
vading troops from the UN under
US command, subjected to the
worst miseries and epidemics.
There, the masses, as they them-
selves say are in a state of rebellion.
The uprising has begun against the
electoral rigging by the occupation
regime of Obama’s puppet. Fascist
gangs threaten again to discipline
the masses that are taking the streets.
The elections have been boycotted
by the exploited; that is what
democracy and freedom means for
those at the bottom. Taking advan-
tage of the breaches in the ranks of
those from above, and under un-
precedented suffering a new revolu-
tion has begun.

The Castro brothers, the heads of
the Stalinist fraction of reformism,
after sealing an agreement with
Obama and deliver Cuba to imperi-
alism have pinched a poison to the
conscience of all workers of the
world... they say that socialism al-
ready is not possible even in Cuba.
Meanwhile, in partnership with the
US and French nickel companies
the new rich in Havana take funds
offshore to the Bahamas banks...

and what is the way out in Haiti
now...? Capitalism? That’s the bar-
barism that is imposed on the peo-
pies by the massive betrayal of
revolutions by those who speak on
behalf of the world working class.

These new revolutionary actions
face openly not only imperialism
but the treacherous leaderships that
conceal and sustain these anti-
worker governments and regimes as
in Tunisia and Haiti. These new rev-
olutionary actions are which break
the fence built around the existing
revolutions.

The world bankruptcy will put
in serious crisis the Chinese prole-
tariat, deepen the attack against the
European masses, and against
monoproducer oil or mineral coun-
tries; people will see sharply increas-
ing the price of food.

The objectively revolutionary
conditions and the decay of the cap-
italist system will exacerbate.

The bourgeoisie will attempt
once more to pull the whole weight
of the crisis on the shoulders of the
masses to disorganize them; mean-
while, it is striving to beat them with
tough defeats to break their will to
fight. But wars and bankruptcy are
also midwives of great revolutions;
in that great conflagration of classes
the Ukrainian, Syrian, Yemeni,
Tunisian, etc. revolutions shall be
defined and also the same Greek rev-
olution as the spark is still lit in
Athens.
The smokescreens that the reformist left launches to isolate the heroic resistance of the Syrians...

Apropos the ISIS and the fable of "self-managed" Rojava communes by the Kurdish bourgeoisie

In Syria, in the name of the struggle against imperialism, bureaucracies of all color and fur and social-imperialist parties are still openly supporting the biggest terrorists on the planet, the dog Bashar Al-Assad supported by NATO bayonets, the shelling by Putin, and Zionism.

All Stalinist parties in the world support both Dog Bashar Al-Assad and also in particular the PKK which signed a pact with Erdogan in 2015 in Turkey, which, as we will see, has ended in a massacre in Istanbul. This PKK signed another pact with Dog Bashar Al-Assad in Syria, which left the latter hands free to attack the resistance.

The Kurdish people, who was slaughtered by Al-Assad is carried into submission to their executioners by the bourgeoisie and the Kurdish Stalinism.

Other representatives of the reformist left cover an eye - not to say both and still insist on the fallacy and deception (that is not any more credible now) that ISIS is which would have bombed at close range the Syrian cities (which in a 80 percent have been destroyed by the combined effect of Bashar’s, Russian and NATO aviation) and resulted in millions of refugees... though ISIS has no aircraft (not even helicopters) and no more than 20,000 armed men. This is a lie and a fallacy that is exhausted for the time being.

In France, in Paris, all the social-imperialist left worked as Hollande’s and the French intelligence services’ cockatoos. The French government, together with the Mossad, clearly caused a self attack to militarize the entire France. The war against the ISIS is a lie, a deception that poses as the worst enemy a current that the same imperialism has created and funded to cover up the anti-revolutionary governments and regimes that are slaughtering the masses, smashing their revolutions and giving in their countries to imperialism. It is clear that the ISIS together with Erdogan and even the Shiite pro-Iranian bourgeoisie in the South of Iraq is one actor in the sacking of Middle East oil business... but the real looters, who take 80% of the oil in the region that cater to the 50% of the world’s energy are the oil imperialists and their partners, the lackey governments.

This deception and trap is which encloses the Syrian masses and isolates them from the world working class, and prevents the latter from winning the streets and fighting to stop the massacre by Al-Assad.

So many scams have not been entirely credible, that’s why for imperialism to be able to impose thoroughly this operation slaughter, they have to completely isolate the Syrian resistance.

For that, other pseudo-lefts are seeking to wash the dirty laundry of the Kurdish Stalinism and the YPG.

Yesterday, in the invasion to Iraq
by Peshmerga they were commanded by Bush and were used as ground troops of the US protectorate. More and more Kurdish bourgeoisie did business with US imperialism in Iraq, more and more the Kurdish people was slaughtered, repressed and imprisoned in Turkey.

Now Stalinists, neo-Anarchists, renegades of Trotskyism suddenly discovered that there were “self-managed communes” in Kurdistan and Kurdish provinces in North and Northeastern Syria, in Rojava.

We defined and proved how Kobane was the war border imposed by imperialism to IS on its expansion towards the Northern border of Syria. It was contained with YPG as their plan to divide Syria and set the borders of the Caliphate that in Iraq is not allowed to enter Baghdad and in Syria it is not allowed to reach Damascus and go farther than Kobane in the north; that would mean giving the business in central and northern Syria and it is not US’s plan, who is commanding the attack against the resistance. Syria? For the Americans! For Turkey…. 100 kms of border. Kurdish cantons… a line drawn by USA to set the borders to control Turkish hunger.

In recent months, leaders of Kurdish Stalinism, along with pseudo-anarchists and Renegades of Trotskyism, toured the world into believing the masses that in the Kurdish cantons true “self-managed communes” were flourishing, so trying to sell the image that they were working-class communes as the Paris one in 1871.

Unfortunately for Kurdish and Syrian masses, that is a big lie… Furthermore, it is a deliberate hoax. We would be very happy if this was not a complete fabrication. But if it were true, it would be inexplicable that no aircraft of NATO, Turkey, or of US imperialism, Al-Assad, or Putin, had pulled a single bomb on Kurdistan; moreover, this sector enjoys NATO air protection!

If in Kurdistan in the North of Syria, Kurdish workers communes had existed that had expropriated the oil companies and capitalists, they would have been the most massacred and bombed cities throughout Syria, the entire Maghreb and Middle East.

We are facing a new trick as cruel and cynical as the lie on the ISIS and the so-called anti-imperialist virtues of murderous Al-Assad. They have gone so far as to make the masses believe that un-Crowned Czar and hitman of imperialism of Putin could play a progressive role in Syria!

Let’s say it with clarity: the only organs of self-organization of the masses in Syria, that emerged from the North and northeast of Kurdistan to Damascus were the Coordination Committees of workers and soldiers that in 2011 disarmed the killer army of Bashar Al-Assad and organized the first steps of a heroic revolution in which Kurds, Assyrian, Turkmen, Persian masses and of all over Syria intervened together against the murderous government of Al-Assad, demanding the fall of the regime and claiming for bread and freedom.

The Kurdish masses came to the torrent of combat against Al-Assad, thousands joined the YPG where there were weapons to fight. Together with the rest of the Syrian masses imposed the fight against their real enemy: the dog Bashar Al-Assad, agent of imperialism, torturer of all oppressed peoples in Syria that makes them starve.

The Kurdish bourgeoisie was the first who broke the military front of the revolution that had the defeat of Al Assad to its fingertips and could have conquered the self-determination of the Kurdish people in the North of Syria and across the region.

Of course, the Kurdish CP and all the Communist parties of the world supported Al-Assad so he could crush iron and fire the Syrian revolution.

It is no coincidence that the Kurdish bourgeoisie and their servants of the PKK, had silenced this question and meanwhile they give their open support to Zionism, the biggest terrorist and enemy of the oppressed masses of the Maghreb and Middle East. Their silence is not casual because they are selling the same lie in Rojava when speaking about "self-managed communes", as those Zionism tried to sell on the "Socialist kibbutzim" in occupied Palestine.

Rojava, let’s be clear, is where all of the oil from northern Syria passes that ISIS carries to Turkey. What it does exist is a Kurdish commercial bourgeoisie with strong business in smuggling at all the borders of the
countries of the region, which trades with all kinds of businessmen including the ISIS’ ones trafficking oil through Kurdistan, leave commissions and then trade it in Turkey with the imperialist oil companies.

"Self-managed communes" they repeat and repeat... but its currency is still the Syrian Pound issued by the central bank in Damascus, currency that pays the trade in goods from Turkey, from territory controlled by ISIS and Dog Bashar Al-Assad.

A currency as the Syrian Pound, which thanks to a brutal inflation and high cost of living, makes food more expensive so that it becomes inaccessible for workers all over Syria and the Kurdish people in particular.

The misery of a Kurdish worker wage is no different from that of the rest of the workers across Syria. The solution for the Kurdish working class, form them to get free of hunger, misery and unemployment is to fight for a victorious revolution in Damascus that expropriate bankers and imperialist oil companies, and gives jobs, freedom and dignity to all Syrian workers disrespectfully of their ethnics.

"Self-managed communes" they keep telling... But the Kurdish bourgeoisie, while it deceives the people cares very well to defend its own property, therefore the central point of the Rojava Constitution the respect for private property.

Can anyone believe that there may be an economy "self-managed" by all producers, to resolve all the consumption needs of companies and individuals in a village or in a city of 500,000 people? But that’s a utopia of self-supplied middle ages feudal villages. This utopian dream by reformism has nothing to do with reality. During war bourgeois trade and business, smuggling, weapons and goods trafficking destroy everything, even the lies about self-managed communes.

Stalinism wanted to sell the lie of “socialism in a single country” as if this could be possible in a global economy dominated by imperialism that led to the bankruptcy of the Soviet Union, China and now Cuba...  Whom do they want to sell the idea of socialism in a single municipality and to top it off, of "self-managed market socialism"? This would not be credible if renegades of Trotskyism and some pseudo-anarchist currents did not dress these cantons in red and red and black.

In the Kurdish provinces and their cities private property of land and oil from industrial parks coexist with cooperatives managed by the bourgeoisie of municipalities managed by the powerful Kurdish commercial bourgeoisie, now associated in their business with Al-Assad and the distribution of weapons by the US imperialism.

Let’s repeat it, municipalities governed by the ‘social economy’ pay to their workers such misery wages as are paid by ISIS, the FSA or Al-Assad in the areas they control.

They call it “democratic and social economy”. Neither democratic, nor social: bourgeois. They are not governed by the collective ownership of the means of production and exchange, nor by the management and control of all the wealth and the property of the means of production, commercial and monetary circulation by their real producers who are the workers and peasants.

It is also lying that the weapons are "self-managed", that each producer has his/her rifle beside in the production line. Hence the lie of "self-management" ends: when it is about weapons, the YPG is a highly centralized and professionalized party army.

To tell the truth, these lies are also terminated when we observe that in areas that the ISIS controls, the masses have more "conquests" than in Syrian Kurdistan, and not for this we will call it an "Islamic socialist economy" to mislead the workers of the world. Thus ISIS recruiots, and more successfully than the Kurdish bourgeois movement.

In areas that the ISIS controls its militiamen get U$S 700 monthly, their women U$S 300 and U$S 200 for each child, the Islamic State gives them free diesel oil and bread... Nestled in a mountain of dollars in the oil business and with partial concessions to the masses, the bourgeoisie of the Caliphate maintains control over its territory and a strict manu militari disciplining on the exploited.

Of course the drop in the price of oil is affecting the Caliphate and has reduced wages, as it is happening in the same Kurdish cantons, where the
devaluation of the Syrian Pound is wreaking havoc on food prices. That's because the bourgeoisie never pays for the crises.

"Social and democratic economics" is a sweet wording hiding the domination of the Kurdish bourgeoisie over its own people, and it is used by Stalinism to support Bashar Al-Assad dog worldwide whom the Kurdish bourgeoisie signed a Pact of non-aggression and trade with.

They are developing new industrial parks launched by Kurdish bourgeoisie from municipalities to self-supply consumer goods. This has given rise to a new middle class that controls the cooperatives and private enterprises, which pursue the objective of profit and not the "common good".

The lie of "self-management" ends when you see what they want to hide, whereas the commercial bourgeoisie Kurdish sells machines and the inputs new factories -be them cooperative or private, as well as also the countryside and the agricultural production need to produce.

Also everything is exposed when you define who sells products and sells them throughout Syria, even to ISIS and Turkey. There lie is over and the truth emerges: a powerful Kurdish commercial bourgeoisie does it that exploits and submits his own people, and subjects it to its commercial transactions with Iraq, Turkey, Syria, and directly with transnational oil companies.

They can do it because the PKK has subjected Kurdish working-class to their own bourgeoisie that gives it in Turkey, Iraq and Syria, to the yoke of the exploitation of their executioners.

The "self-managed" municipalities of Rojava regulate that the commercial bourgeoisie takes the slice of their substantial businesses, while workers in cooperatives can only auto-exploit, with boards of Directors that depend on the Kurdish commercial bourgeoisie, which sells their inputs to produce and their products in the market of Kurdistan, between the cantons, in Rojava, across Syria and all over the region.

Today we see currents that self-claim to be anarchists but defend the policy of Stalinism; they claim to be enemies of all authority and all State and support the municipalities, which are local States of control, domination and coercion of the majority of producers, in an economy that is not at all collectivized in the hands of the producers. This is not anarchy; it is anarcho-Stalinism.

There are the Castro brothers saying that "not all of socialism is good and not everything about capitalism is bad"; that's Rojava: everything bad of capitalism against the working class and none of the good things about socialism as it is to expropriate the capitalists, to ensure that if production is social appropriation also be social, and that could not be done city by city or even in a sole nation without defeating imperialism around the world. This is the truth.

Rojava is one lie of Stalinism's, the same lie as that of "market socialism" by exploitative Chinese mandarins and the "socialism of the 21st century" collapsing today in the worst of the bankruptcies of Venezuela where Bolivarians have brought the worst of miseries to the masses of this country.

This lie should come to an end, because it is necessary to break the siege to the Syrian resistance, where Rojava, the Kurdish bourgeoisie and Stalinism play a fundamental role so that the Grand Coalition succeeds of Al Assad, Putin and NATO.

Between canton and canton there are two huge international airports built by Russia and United States that exercise real control of the Kurdish "autonomous" State and its municipalities with 'social economy'. All of them report to the USA and Russian Centurions. There are the commanders of the YPG. That is the truth about the Kurdistan where the fate of the impoverished and punished Kurdish masses has been tied to the fate of the counter-revolutionary Coalition today attacking the Syrian revolution.

The skies of Kurdistan are under United States air traffic control. The battles against ISIS in Kobane were won by the US aviation. Enough of false epics! The same Kurdish bourgeoisie acknowledges that it was the United States bombing which inflicted more than 3,000 casualties on the ISIS and walked them out of Kobane which is a boundary the Caliphate cannot reach now.

This is a tragedy and one lie more to separate the Kurdish masses from the Syrian resistance so NATO and Putin can destroy it. No doubt that then they will come for the Kurdish people, as murderous Erdogan is already doing in Turkey.

"Self-managed communes" which are not attacked by anybody except for ISIS? It is not credible; ISIS war from time to time with the Kurdish bourgeoisie for the control of customs and goods, especially oil and the smuggled goods that flow...
on the northern border.

IS attacked Kobane because it needed a free border in north to keep doing business with Erdogan, but directly. That is why it bombed so cruelly and disastrously the Kurd

ish people in Kobane and their small villages.

IS was able of doing it because Kurdish people had already broke the military front that Kurdish and Syrian masses had fighting against Al Assad, when they signed a non-aggression pact.

Thus the IS, this bonapartist movement of Saddam Hussein’s murderous generals, under the pretext that “Kurdish masses supported dog Bashar”, won social base to attack the Kurdish masses in Kobane, in stake of their business.

Kurdish people, used by its own bourgeoisie as bargaining chips for their business, was isolated and suffered a brutal offensive.

On the other hand, Turkey attacks and puts a limit to the Kurdish masses by bombings, to also limit the borders of the Kurdish cantons. The borders are imposed with bullets in divided and Lebanonized Syria. Great Turkey must discipline the Kurdish masses that are in its territory and develop the succulent business that Erdogan and his son Bilal have with ISIS.

The only way that the Kurdish people conquer its self-determination is fighting side by side with the Palestinian Intifada, Syrian resistance, workers of Egypt, Tunisian masses and rebel peoples of Iraq; and not by making pacts with USA in Iraq, with Bashar in Syria or with Erdogan in Turkey.

Today Stalinist brigades appear that come from Greek, Spanish, Italian, etc., Communist parties as true forces of distraction to the Syrian Kurdistan as they do going to the Donbass...

In the Donbass they went to impose compliance with the Covenant of Minsk to demand the surrender of the armed miners to the Russophile bourgeoisie of Novorossiya and to remove from the place and directly kill leaders who opposed surrender to the Minsk Pact while the Donbass masses had already defeated the fascist troops of Kiev. This people do not go to Kurdistan to expand the revolution to the Maghreb and the Middle East and much less are they those who make the European working class rise up; they go with the Peshmerga to put themselves under the military discipline of the United States as the left of Obama they are.

How to believe these brigades of the red Rojava when the Communist parties that lead all European trade unions or mainly a large part of them in Greece, Italy, Spain, Portugal... have not organized even a single serious fight against imperialism in Paris, London, Athens or Rome; they have not pulled a single petrol bomb –not a single Christmas cracker for that matter against exploiters and imperialist bankers!

They support the Spanish monarchy; in Greece they put all Syrian refugees in prison with Syriza, including the Kurds who are left to die as Aylan on the beaches of Turkey.

These Communist parties which scabbed every fight by the European working class... do they send “anti-imperialist”, “revolutionary” militia to fight weapons in hand in the Donbass and Rojava? We call on the international working class not to believe that infamy.

Again, they went to the Donbass as fifth column to submit the mining workers militia to the Russophile bourgeoisie of the region and to kill any leader who do not accept the capitulation of the Donbass to the Minsk Pact.

The "internationalist" militiamen from the Spanish State that go to Rojava are the fifth column as that yesterday's Ramon Mercader ran in the Spanish civil war, which killed the Trotskyists and also Andres Nin and revolutionary anarchists such as Durruti.

The international brigades of the Spanish Stalinists in Rojava and all the renegades of Trotskyism subjected to them, are supporting Al-Assad; they receive orders from Damascus and are who guarantee that the Kurdish people do not unify with the heroic resistance in Aleppo, Deraa and Homs to make the Syrian revolution succeed, ignite the Golan and let the impact of this revolution reach Jerusalem.

They are Stalinist patrols that coordinate in Syria, with the American command, how the ISIS and the YPG attack the heroic resistance of Aleppo once Putin, France
and NATO have bombarded it without mercy.

The Stalinist international brigades supporting the policy of the United Nations of the two States, i.e. they are confined to the Palestinian people to ghettos of slaves, in the Palestinian occupied by Zionism.

They are who ensure that the Kurdish people, who have been left without a nation, and go on fighting against national oppression by the Turkish bourgeoisie and the dictatorships of Iraq and Syria, do not link their fate and get together with the Palestinian people, whose nation is occupied by Zionism.

US imperialism’s and Pentagon’s plan -since USA cannot intervene directly like in Iraq because US masses and working class do not allow it any military adventure- is making all bourgeois fractions fight in fratricide civil wars, so masses do not unify to confront the regime of horror and lackey of imperialism and imperialism as well.

Any policy that does not start from unifying the working class against their oppressors, so they head the fight against imperialism, is functional to its plan and why not accomplice.

Smoke screens, lies and deceptions are very important to fence the Syrian masses, to break the unity of workers’ ranks and are used as a policy to distract to isolate the resistance in its fight against dog Bashar and to impose operation massacre.

Because the only fight that destroys the bourgeois state of oppressors in Syria is defeating Al Assad in Damascus, with the murderous praetorian guard supported by imperialism and Zionism.

The reformist left, spokespersons of that den of traitors of the WSF, invented for the sake of confounding of the masses of the world and isolating the Syrian revolution, a “great revolutionary ally” and “a great enemy”.

Some invented up to two great allies: Putin and Al-Assad or three, i.e. the Iranian Ayatollahs, to whom they gave anti-imperialist virtues.

The more rrrrrrrrrrrrrred ones -when this ceased to be credible, because the massacre undressed before millions of exploited in the world, with child Aylan floating on the Turkish coasts-, invented another great ally, this time, “a very-revolutionary” one: the Kurdish commercial bourgeoisie that sells Kurdish workers and ordinary people for 30 coins to the highest bidder and its circumstantial business partners.

They also invented the “great enemy” not only of Syria, but the entire Maghreb and Middle East and in Europe, including US and surroundings: the Caliphate of the ISIS.

It sounds like a joke in bad taste if it wasn’t really a tragedy and stab in the back to Syrian and Kurdish masses and of the entire Maghreb and Middle East, and the European and North American working-classes that are undergoing a military front with their own imperialism and NATO, with the excuse of crushing ISIS.

United States and NATO gladly applaud; they -as well as Putin and Al-Assad- have thus achieved ‘legitimacy’ to submit the Syrian cities by rendering them to rubble and chasing millions of hungry to the borders and the Mediterranean to drown.

We revolutionary socialists denounce you people on the “smoke-selling” left are the fundamental counter-revolutionary factor which allows Bashar Al-Assad and other mercenaries to be hands free to massacre the Syrian revolution.

They are responsible for the division imposed by bourgeoisie and exploited people of Syria and the region for fighting for their interests, against starvation, misery and imperialist plunder against their peoples.

You, are under the skirt of imperialist powers –to which you call “democratic”- submit the working class to their executioners and allow that native bourgeoisie deceive, control and even slaughter the working class in semi-colonial countries.

You are an obstacle for the unity of the working class in Maghreb and Middle East with their exploited brothers and sisters in the imperialist powers, which are massacring in the region.

Let’s be clear, you are the most backward factor that prevents masses conquer their victory.
**To consummate its Operation Massacre imperialism separates Syrian resistance from its brothers and sisters, the heroic Palestinian resistance**

Operation Massacre which has been implemented from Vienna to give the “final solution” to Syrian revolution would be impossible even to be initiated without the enormous betrayal of the WSF, Stalinism, the social-imperialist parties, all blessed with (pseudo) Marxist ‘legitimacy’ by the renegades of Trotskyism.

Also, alongside the command of US officers who run each of the operations of the military armies that invade Syria, a hundred Cuban army generals have traveled there after raising US flag in La Habana. Meanwhile the Iranian generals, covered by all the Bolivarians (who are long time acting as direct agents of US imperialism) as “anti-imperialist” heroes are rubbing their hands when thinking about business for renovation and reinvestment on oil equipment and infrastructure in that country in partnership with transnational corporations.

Hezbollah has already long time been associated with the Maronite bourgeoisie in the millionaire business of telecommunications and banks in Lebanon.

As a true betrayal to the resistance and the Intifada of the heroic Palestinian people, in the days in which we are writing these notes, the leadership of Fatah was to celebrate the anniversary of their movement in Damascus next to the murderous generals of Al-Assad and together with the military dictatorship of Al-Sisi in Egypt and their counter-revolutionary generals.

This is no coincidence; it is the same Fatah which recognizes the existence of the Zionist State of Israel, and whose Palestinian Authority imprisons the same youth of the Intifada. The same Fatah signed the Oslo agreements - which are already being applied with the Palestinian masses reduced to small Territories in Gaza and the West Bank and the diaspora of the Lebanon and Jordan.

Fatah is celebrating its anniversary with the generals of murderous Bashar Al-Assad, who are those who massacred more than 6 thousand Palestinians in Damascus in Yarmouk refugee camp. It celebrates with Dog Bashar Al-Assad that looks after for the Zionist borders.

Meanwhile Fatah, together with the Palestinian bourgeoisie lives with Zionism and makes manager and bodyguard in the Zionist factories by enslaving Palestinian workers with the whip of the PA.

Fatah has also joined with the dictatorship of Al-Sisi of Egypt, who after slaughtering the masses that rose in Tahrir Square, raised again the Rafah wall that completes the Zionist siege to Gaza.

Fatah (hung to the coattails of Assad and the pro imperialist military junta in Egypt that secured in Camp David the recognition of the Zionist State of Israel) has just celebrated its anniversary in a Club of Servants of Zionism that not only encircle and attack the Syrian people but have also nailed the heroic Palestinian Intifada with thousand and one stabs in the back; as ever the Palestinians have tied their fate to that of the Syrian resistance, where its true allies are in the fight to defeat the Zionist State of Israel.

Applauding that meeting of his pro-Zionist puppets (Fatah included) was Obama that finance the two most powerful counter-revolutionary armies of the region, the Zionist army and the army of Egypt, with more than 13,000 million dollars which gives the latter per year to take care of the transit of the vessels of US transnationals along the Suez Canal.

Of fencing, deception and betrayal against the Syrian masses and also of the consummation of the Operation Massacre that is under-
way is the Vienna Talks about.

Then you have here exposed the Conference of Vienna, under the command of Obama and NATO; they have centralized all their forces and agents so they will defend imperialist interests to generalize what happened in Madaya and Zabadani to the entire Syria.

Bombs fall, and the masses resist House-to-House... In the back, they receive grained fire by ISIS and the Kurdish bourgeoisie and its YPG, and from the inside as we could see the generals of the FSA are in a military race against the clock to, rather than defeating Al-Assad, for disarming the Syrian masses so the Covenant of Vienna can be imposed.

This is the situation in Syria today, and the plan of extermination that is underway is called Operation Massacre; we might also call it Operation Betrayal to one of the greatest revolutions of the 21st century. Without betrayal that separates the Syrian resistance from the workers and oppressed peoples of the world, and the betrayal and capitulation from the inside of the territories controlled by the heroic resistance, this new counter-revolutionary offensive by Dog Bashar Al-Assad, supported by NATO and Putin, would have never gone so far.

Thus, in a mud puddle filled with blood and betrayal, the final solution is running that will be written with letters of massacre and capitulation. Imperialism needs all its agents to achieve that final solution and reconstitute the State power dislocated by the revolution; that the Vienna plan is all about today.

Now they can’t lie anymore... during five years NATO, UN and Obama the butcher supported the brutal massacre by Dog Bashar Al-Assad against his own people and divided Syria

The masses, in a stiff resistance, have not surrendered

Bombings in Syria by the Grand Coalition integrated by: USA, France, England, Russia, Iran; Hezbollah (Lebanon), Chite militias of Iraq, Generals from Cuba, North Korea, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, AUE, Canada, Bahrein, Morocco and Turkey

Despite this... in the last months of 2015 the resistance returned to combat in the heart of Damascus and at the doors of Al-Assad’s headquarters in Latakia; in Europe, with hundreds of thousands of refugees the resistance broke the fence to the revolution and joined its brothers and sisters, the European workers.

This happened in the last months of 2015. Imperialism was taken by surprise by this new emergence of resistance that did not come from the blue, however; it was but one link in a new mass offensive that showed its head throughout the region, with the Saudi defeat in Yemen, the Egyptian working class entering the struggle, the eruption of the Palestinian intifada and now the uprisings in Tunisia.

Until mid-2015, its offensive allowed imperialism and its dog Bashar Al-Assad to control the situation and ensure the Syrian revolution not come to Damascus; what is more, Syria was split and Lebanonized. Imperialism could contain, expropriate and begin to crush the revolution, including from inside itself with new agents; but this situation would not guarantee a stable and durable domination in the region.

The State, i.e. the counter-revolutionary officers of Al-Assad, lost control of the territory. That forced imperialism to seek new watchdogs to control areas where the masses had been victorious.

The fact of a divided nation with a State confined to Damascus was not effective enough as to defeat and contain millions of exploited that roam through Syria and seeking refuge in neighboring countries, identifying clearly their enemy: the dog Bashar Al-Assad and his bombardments.
A massive reinforcement of troops from the Iranian Republican Guard and Hezbollah only gave him strength to partially recapture Homs and Dera’a, as he began to be besieged by recurrent uprisings and revolts of the hungry masses of Damascus.

The “balance” of domination which imperialism attained in Syria since its counter-offensive in 2013 until mid-2015 was dislocated with a new revolutionary upheaval, this time with its epicenter in the capital, which led to the masses and the resistance to combat a few blocks from Dog Bashar Al-Assad’s Government House and from his headquarters in Latakia. There in the suburbs of Damascus and in Aleppo the most exploited masses of Syria are fighting, as Palestinians did heroically in the Yarmouk camp on the outskirts of Damascus.

The dire conditions of ten million refugees and millions of hungry recreates a movement of exploited that shakes not only Europe but the entire Syria from their foundations and prevents a stabilization of the imperialist plans.

By the end of 2015 it was not the liberated areas that fell under the bombing of Al-Assad, but Damascus, under his command, which was again sieged by a new onslaught by the resistance and the masses. It showed that the 2013/2014 imperialist counteroffensive and its plan of Lebanonization of Syria, similar to that applied in Iraq, had not be able to settle.

The isolation of the masses and the siege that had left dog Bashar Al-Assad hands-free to massacre in Syria had been broken.

A split in Syria was not allowed to stabilize by the new and heroic Palestinian Intifada. That’s because Zionism had no fire-power, at the risk of arson throughout the region. Thus with Fascist forces of settlers it returned to expropriate the Palestinian people their houses, lands and even streets. A tough resistance of masses began again in occupied Palestine.

The more the fascist dictatorship of Al-Assad could settle, the more the Zionism attacked the Palestinian people and confined it to the ghettos; the same thing was done in Turkey by Erdogan against the Kurdish masses. This is the truth: the future of the Kurdish masses and the Palestinian nation today depends on the victory or defeat of the heroic resistance of the massacred masses in Syria.

Thus, Zionists act with the same fascist method of Al-Assad, murderer of helpless men, women and children. A Palestinian family burned alive by fascist settlers was the spark that set fire to this new Intifada.

Imperialism was also prevented from anchoring its offensive in Syria by the enormous resistance of the worker and peasant masses of Yemen which repelled the invasion of Saudi Arabia and 7 countries that are lackeys of imperialism.

It was also prevented by Egypt workers, who again came out in their hundreds of thousands in huge battles against the high cost of living, and against this murderous and pro-US imperialism dictatorship of Al-Sisi.

And this stabilization of the imperialist offensive was not allowed by the American working class that won the streets against the imperialist Government of Obama and the high cost of living with its demand for a minimum wage of US $15 an hour.

It was also prevented by the masses in Ukraine under the Kiev rule that refused to fight against the Donbass miners as ordered by the Government of Poroshenko, lackey of the IMF; much less the Donbass miners have surrendered, after defeating the troops of Kiev, before the pro-Russian bourgeoisie in that region and the gunman Putin that from the Minsk agreements tried to impose their disarmament and surrender.

And overall the European working class has not allowed it, while it has adopted the Syrian refugees as their own because it identified with them, with their hardships and sufferings, which are also what the same European working class is suffering through the high cost of living and the attack on its conquests in the entire imperialist Europe and also in Eastern Europe.
Imperialism had to stop this new mass counter-offensive; a new tsunami generated in the global crash of 2008 broke this time from Wall Street to the Chinese coast. So imperialism sent its hitman Putin and concentrated all forces on the Vienna Talks.

Dog Bashar Al-Assad’s situation and the interests of imperialism in the region turned again to be threatened, this time by a heroic resistance of the masses.

In the liberated areas FSA and ISIS Trojan horses could not manage to control the resistance and much less stabilize the situation in the regions where the troops of Al-Assad had fled.

There the masses had conquered a true territorial dual power. There revolution was frozen and due to the conditions that we have seen, still could not reach its objective which was to overthrow Bashar Al-Assad in Damascus and reach full victory.

Hence the need to control the dual power, expropriate the revolution and militarily control the masses sending opposition bourgeois armies parties’ to the liberated areas so they "regulate" the war against Al-Assad, defending private property of the capitalists and preparing a negotiated way out from the revolution once the masses are controlled and removed from the scene.

But there will not be a victory and a decisive settlement until a fascist and counterrevolutionary regime settles across Syria, including the Kurdish north, where the same fate as that of hundreds of thousands of massacred Syrians awaits to the Kurdish masses if the resistance does not win.

But this has not been and will never be easy, because they are dealing with masses tormented by genocide that have clearly identified their enemy: the dog Bashar Al-Assad and all his allies.

Waves of refugees permanently departed from and came back to Syria looking back to their homes and cities destroyed and demolished by Al-Assad bombings.

This situation permanently tended to neutralize Dog Bashar Al-Assad’s offensive and also to prevent any stability for the local governments of FSA generals, Jabhat al Nusra, ISIS, etc.

The drive behind the 2011 mass offensive and the current and tough Syrian resistance is hunger, the widespread famine now aggravated by the civil war and capitalist speculation which has increased around 300-1000% the price of all goods, and especially food. While the masses see fabulous business that all fractions of the Syrian bourgeoisie, whether from Al-Assad or the "opposition" are making during the war.

That territorial dual power, conquered by the masses is defended by them despite and against the generals of the army-parties that control those territories, which at every step try to sell out the masses as they have done now in the Vienna Talks.

The Syrian masses know very well that entering the dog Bashar Al-Assad and his mercenary troops a thousand times more fascist, ter-
ror and scorched-earth regime would be imposed than exists today under the generals of the FSA, Jabhat al-Nusra or the same ISIS. And this is so; in cities under a daily bombing the resistance would not endure a day if it was not supported by the people.

The troops of Al Assad are occupation troops, mercenaries on account of the imperialist powers and the only troops of liberation there are the exploited masses and their heroic resistance which won’t overcome unless they are able to break the chains with which the Trojan horses of FSA, ISIS, and Kurdish bourgeoisie are tying their hands to hinder their fight.

For this reason in these liberated areas the masses also stay firm and weaken the attempts by the army-parties opposite to Al-Assad to manipulate them and hand them over. Attempts as those expressed openly today by sectors of FSA at the Conference in Saudi Arabia.

The masses know that their future, were Al-Assad to win, is that of Madaya in the entire Syria; so that resistance is tough and up to death; they prefer to die fighting because it is the only way for the people to have a chance of living.

Clashes with the generals of the FSA happen on a daily basis and the intents of these for disarming and controlling the masses, even to hand them out directly, are also daily.

In these conditions imperialism launches new and brutal counteroffensives as we see today in Madaya or in massive bombing on Damascus, especially in (its outskirts as) Goutha and Duma, localities that have been partially destroyed by the NATO bombing and murderous Putin like yesterday Yarmouk was.

Vast areas of Damascus destroyed... bombarded by the Grand Coalition of Vienna... who want to continue cheating about this catastrophe been caused by ISIS?

It is already very clear -except for the left servants of Obama that have the task of covering this massacre by Dog Bashar Al-Assad and his bosses against the revolution in Syria- that ISIS is nothing more than an excuse on a large scale to justify the imperialist aggression and invasion to Syria, Iraq, Libya -and tomorrow if the Intifada rages the imperialists and their agents will do the same against insurgent Palestine.

In recent days it is moreover clear that ISIS only collides with Al-Assad’s army where both dispute, as in Southern Iraq between the former and the Shiite bourgeoisie there, over the control of oil companies, oil and gas pipelines, or electricity centrals as the Deir ez-Zor ones, which give power to much of Syria.

Those are partial clashes for business that they eventually end up arranging, but thousands of bombs of Putin and Bashar Al-Assad go to the heart of the resistance of the exploited masses, so they have turned the Syrian cities into a veritable cemetery amid the rubble.

The more the “final solution” of extermination and massacre of the masses approaches, the more the middle-class gang scrambles for business in a peeled clove dispute. But these businesses have owners: the imperialist powers, which if a crushing of the masses result, will get most part of these businesses and distribute them among their servants and lackeys.

Though the final word is not yet said.
Against the Vienna Talks it is necessary to convene a counter-conference of those who strive to organize and centralize the struggle for the victory of the heroic Syrian revolution

They have yet to complete the operation slaughter. Those from above are going for all but the masses do not allow them to. As we saw at the end of the 2015, the masses broke the "balance" of the imperialist offensive, forcing imperialism to send Russia to attack in Syria and Iraq and, with it, the entire NATO. Let’s be clear; the meetings in Vienna are about that. Imperialist bourgeois fractions close ranks in the tops not to open gaps through which the masses can hit, and also to be able to attack all together to crush these masses once they are again encircled.

The plan of the Vienna summit was the link in a single chain of covenants on treason and counter-revolution meant to strangle and defeat the hotbeds of the revolution that are still open and latent. And this far from stopping the massacre in Syria will accelerate it; increasingly imperialism is against the clock, as it has to strangle Syria, massacring the Donbass, defining the outcome of the occupation in Yemen... The crisis in China, the escape from there of huge masses of capital, the fall of the stock market values, property bubbles that are punctured, have led to a brutal fall in the prices of oil, commodities as steel and minerals; this will get entire countries bankrupt.

New class wars are prepared. The Chinese, US, European and Russian working class have not said their last word. US imperialism cannot, due to its crisis in Iraq, intervene directly and openly as it did in the 1990s to stabilize the entire region in a counter-revolutionary act. The American masses do not allow it.

The European bankruptcy tends to open, despite great betrayals of the leaders of the proletariat, huge cracks and fissures among the ruling classes of the old continent and exacerbates their imperialist gang disputes. This pushes here and there to new trends to the irruption of masses. All their attempts to generalized uprising from years 2008-09 have been betrayed.

European revolution in one or two imperialist powers has not yet awakened. But the latent conditions for that are there...

The Chinese bourgeoisie, in partnership with the imperialist powers, must declare harsh battles to the Chinese working class and throw on their shoulders the entire crisis which has begun.

In Russia the fall of the price of gas and oil -which are 50% of the revenues income, has emptied the coffers of the State. The crisis of steel and the competition between branches of production in the world market will exacerbate the crisis in the mining and weapons industry in that country.

They have begun a wave of harsh 'illegal' and partial strikes in Russia. The bourgeoisie of Putin in Minsk Pact with Obama, have decided to quickly crush and fence the Ukrainian revolution and the heroic resistance of the workers in the Donbass; that’s because Ukrainian miners’ cry for “come the USSR again” is terrorizing the big bourgeoisie Russian more than any economic and trade war offensive thrown on them by the imperialist powers -and USA in particular- to wrest Russian riches and re-colonize Russia.

This is not the last word, much less on the African continent; the black working class has already long entered combat.

The Syrian revolution remains a hinge revolution between the revolutionary wave of 2011, which threatened to spill over to Europe and the United States in a world proletarian boom, and the imperialist counter-offensive that is underway. There the imperialism seeks to win at all costs as there is waged one of the central battles of the class war at the international level. Imperialism must stop the development of revolution in Syria so that it does not come to Europe and especially to imperialist countries.

Meanwhile new disasters are looming for the exploited of the world and new wars are to come... because such massacre and genocide, is nothing more than a hint of capitalism no longer being capable of
living as a system on this planet without leading the whole human civilization to barbarism and war.

Socialist revolution is responsible for stopping it.

A decisive battle is played on the Syrian issue. Imperialism as evidenced by Haiti and Tunisia is in a speed race: this time it has to defeat so fast hotbeds of revolutions to punish the masses before the global economic catastrophe fires multiple sparks on the planet and again starts the widespread synchronization of the revolution in different continents.

The vanguard of the world working class and we revolutionaries have to, at the same time, win another speed race: how quickly we regroup forces of conscious workers to defeat the most conservative and reactionary factor of the masses which is the treacherous leaderships they have to at their head. The outcome of those two races or a combination of both, will define the character of the new situation that is opening up. In these circumstances this counter-revolutionary offensive develops; this time, in the Vienna Talks, it comes for everything. And Syrian and the Maghreb and Middle East masses need the entire world working class and their fight organizations able to break through that allows them to Al-Assad and the invading troops skewing their lives day by day.

This great battle will be defined amid these international conditions. 17 armies are invading Syria; the fate of the exploited depends on the millions of exploited entering combat in the world.

The Syrian resistance is giving everything of itself. The international working class will have the last word.

In Syria a decisive battle is waged between the world revolution and the world counterrevolution. Imperialism has in the Vienna summit a concentrated staff that organizes and centralizes its forces and agents to launch the Operation slaughter. The international working class and the Syrian masses do not have yet their own Conference and staff to regroup their forces and support the Syrian revolution. To defeat all the fallacies and lies that rise against it within the world working class to encircle it.

There is no general staff for the Syrian revolution that really combats for taking it to victory, for settling in it and coordinating it with the fighting in Yemen, with the Tunisian masses' rebellion, with the Palestinian Intifada and with the European working class forces.

The Syrian revolution needs millions of workers in the streets, paralyzing NATO war machine and the vast machinery of slander and betrayals by the social-imperialist and Stalinist parties which surround it and throw shots in the back.

Millions of refugees are clamoring for solidarity in Europe and in the refugee camps of Syria today.

In this invasion of Syria, imperi-
alism has sent all their forces and materiel needed.

Worker organizations must also send to Syria all concrete solidarity this historical revolution needs to be victorious.

Dozens of currents, including some left ones, have proclaimed they struggle for the Syrian revolution.

The time has arrived to move from words to deeds.

The struggle for an International Conference of combat, struggle and solidarity with the Syrian revolution has become an immediate need. Greek and European currents as the LIT-CI, as the JRCL-RMF of Japan and its heroic movement Zengakuren, important swaths of the anarchist movement which are in the forefront of the solidarity work with the Syrian refugees, as well as our current, the FLTI-CI, already have pronounced in defense of the Syrian revolution.

None of the organized up to now is enough, thousands of volunteers from worker organizations are needed to bring solidarity to the refugee camps in Europe, Lebanon, Turkey, Jordan, Macedonia, where the Syrian masses are enduring unprecedented suffering. Doctors, nurses, food, drugs, international brigades are needed to fight alongside the resistance. Nothing prevents it. It is the time to do the walking, not only the talking.

To the Greek island of Lesbos thousands of refugees from Syria and the region arrive daily risking their lives in the Mediterranean... It’s time to put up and convene right now the Conference of Lesbos, a true counter-conference to that in Vienna where we can re-group forces, on a front of struggle, those that are willing to put up all the forces of the world working class to smash the imperialist beast and put an end to the massacre against the masses in Syria carried on by its agents as Al-Assad and Putin.

To fight along with the Palestinian Intifada, to make this a convener and decisive organizing force to set up this Conference, because if Fatah went to celebrate the anniversary of their movement with the pro-imperialist dictatorship of Al-Sisi, servant of Zionism, and Al-Assad the butcher in Yarmouk that cares for Israel borders in the Golan Heights, the place of the Palestinian Intifada -those who really want to defeat the fascist state of Israel is next to the Syrian resistance.

Dozens of brigades in the Syrian resistance committees do not recognize the FSA generals that went to hand them over in Saudi Arabia.

The fight for setting up a National Council of the Syrian revolution would find a channel to express itself in an international conference of those like us that fight for its flag and its fight to success thoroughly in Damascus and leave no traces of the genocidal regime of Bashar Al-Assad.

This is the most urgent task for the moment.

The time for words has finished; the revolutionaries must attend to our affairs. Syria’s resistance has not yet surrendered, much less will the revolutionaries.

From Tunisia to Damascus to Yemen to insurgent Palestine, one and only Intifada! Refugees and migrants in Europe, a single working class!

To stop the war machine the same US working class that imposed US withdrawal from Iraq has today in its hands defeating Obama, who has organized behind the scenes this Operation Slaughter against the Syrian people. The last word has not been said, the masses will say it in their struggles at the international level.
While the cold hits, starvation strikes, the counterrevolution advances... but the flame for revolution still lives in the trenches

In Aleppo suburbs, outside the second most important city of the country, we are heated by a fire inside a steel bucket, made out some few branches we could found around. In this way we can, for a little time, push away the bone-breaking cold of one of the coldest winters we lived. We were listening to the radio with the rest of the batteries we had, while we kept our positions in one of the trenches that are still resisting in our territory. The radio program announced a meeting in Saudi Arabia that will be attended by the representatives of the Syrian National Council (recognized by the governments of Qatar and Turkey), the generals of the FSA, and the generals of the Islamic wings of the FSA... all of them in our name. On the other hand, we heard that there was a meeting between the three fractions of the Kurdish YPG, members of the democratic alliance that is openly and directly funded, at plain sight, by US imperialism.

While the representatives of the bourgeoisie that are in "opposition" to Bashar's regime" were heading to enjoy the luxurious 6 stars hotels in Ryad, our brothers and sisters in Douma and Ghouta resist against the attacks of the Russian planes.

The heroes starved in the town of Al Waer (the last neighbourhood in the hands of the resistance, located in Homs, capital city of our revolution) refused to lower their guards facing the fierce siege of Bashar's troops that has been ongoing for 2 years.

In the town of Al Bab, Aleppo suburbs (a town completely dominated by the Islamic State), the US planes killed our workers brothers that want to get rid of ISIS, that bourgeois army-party. While in Raqqa and Deir ez Zor (also a territory dominated by ISIS), the French and British planes, with fuel provided by air by the German planes, were dropping their bombs over the heads of unarmed civilians, youth, women, elders and children. As always, for this they used the excuse of "confronting the Islamic State".

Meanwhile, the army of mercenaries of Bashar, integrated by Lebanese of Hezbollah, paramilitary Shiite troops of Iraq, the Iranian guard with Iranian commanders and mercenaries from Afghanistan and Pakistan, with snipers from Kazakhstan brought by Russia, among others (the real ground troops of the "big coalition" that is invading Syria today) advanced in fencing the city of Aleppo in the south west, supported by NATO bombs.

The hard winter that goes through our clothes up to the core of the bone is no better with our brothers that have survived the great death crossing in the Mediterranean Sea when they tried to get to Europe. Because they are stuck in Greece, in the border with Macedonia, having to make a camp there with the illusion that the routes to the old world will open once again. While Turkey agrees with Germany the contention of our class brothers and sisters refugees, the Macedonian government reinforces its borders and the "leftist" government of Greece has received 4 billion euros from the EU to keep in there for some time and then deport all the refugees that it can, while being locked in true jails or roofless ghettos.

"...Once again, with our guns on our shoulders and our hands heating to our improvised fire, we saw the world to forget about us, about our revolution..."

After a couple of days we could get some fuel to start the electricity generator. When we turned on the TV
we found out that the non-legitimate meeting that was taking place in the Saudi capital city "has failed", according to the bourgeois media. The excuse they said is that the commanders of an islamic brigade of the FSA called Ahrar al Sham (the free of the Levant) withdrew from the meeting accusing the people there that they didn't represent the interests of the Syrian people. They said that the presence of their brigade in the war zone was underestimated and they called the fighters to fight for the nation, religion and revolution. But in our experience this was just another shade of that smoke screen that covers up a counterrevolutionary pact of selling out the revolution, made by those that attended to the meeting, including Ahrar al Sham. Because if they were against that meeting, why did they go in the first place? The only condition that meeting establishes is to make a new government "without Bashar". But they accept to make a pact with Bashar's murderous generals. Why didn't they call to a meeting of all the fighters, with representatives elected from the trenches where we resist? Why they went to Saudi Arabia and not here, in the grounds where we fight against Bashar? Ultimately, they agree in dissolving the revolution.

We could see in a Qatari bourgeois media that announced news about Yemen. They said that the counterrevolutionary coalition led by Saudi Arabia and UAE tried to impose a ceasefire so then they can negotiate behind our rebel class brothers and sisters workers and peasants of Yemen a "diplomatic" way out.

We have also seen the kisses and hugs of different fractions of the Libyan bourgeoisie, integrated by Tobruk MPs and sennators of the National Libyan Congress based in Tripoli, after they signed a national unity agreement to be able to unify their officers caste and finish the slaughtering of our brothers of the Libyan resistance, always with the excuse of "confronting ISIS terrorism". This is evidence that this is the final operation to rebuild and reinforce the new Gaddafist regime.

Being tired of bad news, we decided to turn off the TV and save some fuel to be able to have some light in the middle of the mist of these freezing nights. However, that very same day, through our comrades, we heard one of the worst news we’ve ever listened. The FSA has sold out Homs, the city of Al Waer, submitting our brothers to rendition with pure lies, telling them to withdraw, that there was no more reason to fight there, that it was the only way for UN goods to enter to the population. It was a trap very similar to that they staged in 2014 when they sold out a lot of Homs province.

Piece of crap! That was what they did in Saudi Arabia, to agree the rendition! They want us to surrender and be subjugated for some rice... They want to sell out the revolution at the expenses of our starvation... that is why they came in the first place... to expropriate the revolution, to contain the resistance so it doesn't defeat Bashar and they can collect their cheques and go back to luxurious mansions in Turkey, while they keep on saying that with the UN (guarded by mercenary troops of the dog Bashar and the Russian planes) with their miserable food donations is going to help us.

Rage is flowing through our breath that becomes steam... We grab stronger our guns and the few magazines that we have left.

On 18/12 a meeting took place in New York. It was attended by the same rubbish that met in Vienna and unanimously voted for an "ordered and democratic" plan and a way out, proposing an agreement of national unity and a call to elections. As usual, the smoke screen of a discussion about "with our without Bashar" was still the main point of discussion. But that was not the true reason for that pantomime.

Warned by shootings, we prepared ourselves to resist. Mercenary troops advanced from north west Aleppo heading south. The traitors of the leaders of YPG an the Kurdish bourgeoisie of Afrin (an "autonomous" Kurdish city located east of Azaz in the border with Turkey) have given some territory to the mercenary troops of Bashar who were coming with Russian planes and form...
there launched their counteroffensive to finish in putting a fence around the resistance in Aleppo. We turned on our walkie talkies and we could clearly listen to the leaders of the FSA saying "we don't want any of our Syrian brothers coming closer... the enemy is very powerful... if you want to collaborate, send the bullets you have..."

Once again the generals of the FSA were betraying the resistance. They made them believe they could stop the mercenaries all by themselves, when the mercenaries were advancing with new generation war machine provided by Russia. They prevented the best of the vanguard to be unified with the masses and expel the invader troops. They even requested the vanguard to be disarmed and give them their ammo, when these generals always stored ammo and never gave them to the fighters for the revolution.

Being divided and nearly disarmed, we decided to take the extreme measure of make a trench of our homes. We went there with our guns and our ammo, to protect the only thing that is left from us, among the rubbles, inside 4 walls with wholes, a broken roof and our family.

The morning of the 24th we found out that another agent of imperialism, ISIS, just as the FSA, sold out the resistance in the Palestinian refugee camp Yarmouk (when they entered to eliminate the best of the Palestinian vanguard that was fighting against Bashar Al Assad) and the town Hajar Al Asswad, located just a few kilometers away from the camp. On the other hand, ISIS trades with Bilal Erdogan (son to Recep Tayip Erdogan, the Turkish president killer of the Kurdish masses in Turkey) the oil that belongs to us, that is in our land, extracted with the sweat and blood of our brothers.

The next day we heard about the killing of Zahran Alloush, general of an islamic brigade of the FSA directly funded by the Saudi Kingdom, which, according to them controlled 20 thousand well trained soldiers in Ghouta, a few km away from the Syrian capital city. Apparently it was some sort of a chastise launched by imperialism and its agents to discipline everyone who wants to ask more than it deserves to agree the renditin. This way they made sure that the plan of selling out and submission goes as agreed in several meetings that took place these last months.

Locked in our houses, chewing anger and no food (because of the shortage), we listen to the strong sound of the bombs dropped by the planes and also to the news of the FSA selling out our revolution.

They, not only sell out cities that the regime besieged and isolated, as Zabadani (located near the Lebanese border), but also the siege of our brother Syrian fighters on towns that were inhabited by paramilitary troops of the Syrian regime.

The facts speak for themselves. The meetings in Vienna, Ryad and New York had as a plan to definitively liquidate the last vestiges of the struggle organs and direct democracy that we set up at the begining of our revolution.

We are fed up with conspiracy meetings against our people. From the trenches resisting and where the flame of the revolution is alive, we say... They don't represent the resistance, they don't represent the 10 million of refugee brothers. THEY DON'T REPRESENT US!!

Leon Sedov Brigade
Syrian cities of Masaya and Zabadani, located 25 km northwest of the capital, Damascus, near the border with Lebanon, are entirely enclosed by the mercenary troops of the dog Bashar Al Assad. All entrances and exits of the cities are blocked. The entrance to the city and the most basic supplies are not allowed. So food is already scarce. The bulgur kilo costs US$250 and 900 grams of powder milk for children costs US$300.

So people in these cities stricken by starvation siege imposed by the genocidal army of Bashar already eating grass, rodents, dogs, cats... whatever they find. The cold has made things worse and families already use any fuel to start the fire salamanders from their homes to stay warm... including plastic and other debris that also give off very toxic gases for breathing.

So the situation is desperate. 1200 people suffer from outbreaks of diseases emerged from poverty being experienced by the lack of basic resources. The state of malnutrition has reached 300 children. And dozens have already died of starvation. A few who, desperate, tried to leave the city were killed in cold blood by the genocidal army of the dog Bashar. The siege is total.

A few days, officers of the FSA, who were with their families in these cities made a deal with the regime forces. Supposedly the army of Assad would lift the siege and allow the entry of food, medicine and other supplies to the cities where families of army officers Bashar live, while the rebellious cities, the army of Bashar only allowed the exit of officers of the FSA and their families and he closed the siege immediately. He did not leave the entrance of any provision. He keeps killing those who try to run away.

Of course these bourgeois FSA generals agreed to sell out the resistance and the revolution, they only care to save themselves, not the people who are still suffering the siege of the regime. They just take care of their business, and their own interests, not those of the exploited masses.

And of course the genocidal army continues its siege. They kill us, destroy our houses, kill our families, our wives, our children, and uses Russian bombs from their aircraft, barrel bombs from helicopters, mortar shells, tanks... all types of military weapons... and starvation, siege and miserable conditions. Clearly these are the weapons of the dog Bashar to surrender us.

FSA just signed for their interests and let the masses waged under hunger, misery and slaughter imposed by the army of Bashar. We must defend the interests of the exploited! For the expropriation of all the property of the bourgeoisie and businessmen in the free areas from the dog Bashar dog so we can eat, be heated, to be out of the misery we are under now!

It is necessary to call the mass uprising throughout Syria, to expropriate without compensation and under workers’ control and poor people to the imperialist bankers and companies as well as refineries and oil.

To stop the war, we must win it... and to win it, it is necessary to expropriate the expropriators and murderers of the people.

Correspondance of Brigade Leon Sedov
France self-inflicted shootings and explosions in Paris 2001 Bush's "twin towers"-style, are used against the refugees and immigrants. The same Government is encouraging the persecution and xenophobic and islamophobic attacks on them. It emboldens fascist groups to the streets that often harass the refugees, especially women when they are alone and taking their hair covered with a scarf, as is the Muslim culture.

The refugees are afraid to go out. They suffer constant harassment from the police. Even the French Prime Minister Valls has said that "ISIS is among the refugees" and ordered police to make violent raids in immigrants and refugees' homes and in mosques, breaking everything. When the refugees and the immigrant in France community asked for rectification, the Government looked the other side. When migrants wanted to hold a rally in repudiation to the ISIS, aimed at demonstrating, the Government denied it hiding behind the State of emergency rule which prohibits any public demonstration. But when a right-wing group a staged a rally with the slogan "the refugees are terrorists", the government allowed it claiming that there is "freedom of expression" in France. Of course that right wing rally ended in more attacks to refugees.

The situation of the refugees in the rest of Europe is also worsening. Almost all European countries have returned to close the borders. Greece has increased controls of the income of refugees to its shores. Cases have been known of the coast guard directly trying to sink the rubber boats that take the refugees from Turkey. And those who manage to enter, thanks to the solidarity of the Greek workers, when going for the trip to Germany they find that the border with Macedonia is closed and strongly fenced with wire and military control. There are hundreds of stranded refugees at the border who have begun a hunger strike asking for it to open. And desperation is such that they have stitched their mouths. Snow is about to begin falling now.

They are screaming “Either let us pass through or kill us, but don’t let us die of cold and hunger" stranded in the middle of nowhere.

The situation is so catastrophic that even many refugees seek returning to Syria. This is the counter-revolutionary coup against refugees who had arrived in Europe breaking the siege to the Syrian revolution. They want to weld very strong that fence to massacre the masses. And after doing this, they will go to new and worse attacks to their own working classes in Europe. Syria soaked in blood shows the fate that they are preparing for the masses of the entire Maghreb and Middle East. And if the imperialist powers are not stopped, that will also be the fate for all the European working class.

Therefore today every kind of solidarity from European workers is needed; the same solidarity as they were able to demonstrate yesterday. All borders are open! Equal rights (for citizenship, jobs, labor benefits and Trade Union affiliation and protection) for all refugees and immigrants!

Abu Al Baraa and Leandro Hofstadter

November 25 2015
Despite such massacre and genocide suffered by the masses in Syria and the entire Maghreb and Middle East, they remain standing. The revolution has not been defeated, but imperialism and all the local bourgeois fractions go on conspiring to achieve their defeat.

On weekend 12 and 13 December some Conferences were held in which a "national unity Government" has been agreed as in Libya, or predispositions to negotiate the same outcome as in Yemen. Meanwhile in Saudi Arabia the "Syrian opposition" (the generals of the FSA) gathered with genocidal Al-Assad to negotiate a common government and a single army... hiding behind the excuse that their task would be to "face ISIS".

They have already declared their intentions to negotiate their business above a mountain of corpses and oceans of blood of the exploited who fought for bread and dignity in the revolution of Maghreb and Middle East. But they have not yet imposed their will.

We are not just facing conferences between mere "different countries or groups involved" in the revolutions in Maghreb and Middle East. They are conferences where the bourgeois fractions that have been inside the revolutionary struggle of the masses as "Trojan horses" to seek to control them and deliver them from the inside, are declaring that they will agree on a pact - or as in the case of Libya, have already agreed - with other bourgeois fractions that have been slaughtering the masses they say to represent.

Thus, at the Conference which took place in Saudi Arabia were present more than 30 groups of various brigades - some "moderate Muslim" profile- from FSA, which are the devices mounted above the popular resistance that is facing Dog Bashar. So that these generals, whom in Syria no one voted or decided in any Assembly or organization to give a mandate to - went to Saudi Arabia to agree on joining the Government of Bashar Al-Assad in a meeting in January 2016 to establish a "transition" new Government— that can even be without Al-Assad - within 6 months and call for elections within 18 months. These people place themselves as “leadership of the masses” in order to give in the latter’s fight at a negotiating table together with those who are slaughtering the same masses, in exchange for what they think is convenient for themselves. Hiding behind the "danger" of "confronting ISIS terrorism ", they discussed uniting in a single army with those who have massacred 400,000 Syrian exploited... and this genocidal army will be which complete sweep the bourgeois fractions that did not enter in this Pact, and first and foremost the armed masses that revolt against it.

Pacts about Libya and Yemen, and agreements by the FSA generals in Saudi Arabia:

Three stabs-in-the-backs to Maghreb and Middle East mass revolution to defeat it from the inside and impose surrender
On the other hand, Libya Conference joined, on the one hand, the bourgeois gang of Gaddafist general Hafer, which last year under the command of the CIA tried to quash the revolutionary masses and their militias in a coup d’état. But rebel militias, which had defeated Gaddafi in 2011 when they rose for bread and freedom, resisted this counter-revolutionary coup attempt, and forced this general Hafer and the Parliament that he had established to replace the former Libyan Government to take refuge in Tobruk, a city far away in Eastern Libya.

The masses, still armed, were submitted to the dealings of this former Libyan Government, called General national Congress (GNC), dominated by the fraction of the Libyan bourgeoisie from Misratah. The latter is the other party that joined the Gaddafist fraction of Heftar at the Conference of Libya to establish a "common government" with a common Parliament, a common army and a common central bank, where both divide the posts among their men. This sharing of the central bank and oil businesses that remain in Libya after handing it out to imperialism already was signed in this agreement. And of course the common army arranged is supposedly meant to "end the problem of ISIS terrorism ". Again they return to consider anyone that do not disarm or submit to this "new single army" to be a “terrorist” from (the usual catch-call) "ISIS". That means that once more they are advancing a plan for the disarmament of the masses.

Meanwhile in the Yemen Conference, came together the Houthis on one hand - a bourgeois faction originating in the Yemeni North which mounted above a great worker and peasant uprising that took the capital and drove out the previous Government and its armed forces; and on the other, Saudi Arabia, who heads a coalition of 9 armies that are invading and massacring Yemen to crush the masses and restore the previous government, a lackey of US imperialism. At the Conference, they declared that they would seek a cease-fire to restore a new government in Yemen involving both parties.

They are then conferences where the bourgeois fractions disguised as friends of the masses and working to the inside of their struggle, are placed above them claiming for control to agree common business with genocidal counter-revolutionaries Governments that are lackeys of imperialism. They have stabbed in the back the struggle of the masses, since they seek to give them out to their tormentors in exchange for a slice of the businesses that are divided among those bourgeoisies.

We have here covenants with which the local bourgeoisies and imperialism are seeking to restore the bourgeois state, stabilize their businesses after sharing them, and impose the peace of cemeteries upon the masses.

These three Conferences are the extension of the Vienna Conference among Turkey, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Russia and the rest under the command of the imperialist U.S. and France powers. There, imperialism arranged a "Grand Coalition" together with all of its agents and hitmen to finally crush and defeat the revolutions of Maghreb and Middle East. They declare that their objective is to "end the war" and "to impose peace". But they are coming to impose the "peace of the graveyards". So are these three conferences for. They are pacts that the bourgeois fractions agree on for setting up a common government and unifying the bourgeois state institutions, its army in the first place, to restore a regime of domination by which the masses are disarmed and return to be submitted, so to ensure the looting of oil by imperialism and no revolutionary crisis nor gaps among the exploiters are open through which the masses can sneak and raise their alternative power.

And it is necessary that the bourgeoisie of Misratah in Libya, the Houthi bourgeoisie of Yemen and the Syrian FSA Generals Syria are present in these conferences because they are who have mounted to the head of the revolutionary masses. They are who guarantee the defeat of their fighting from the inside.

They are signing a surrender before the murderous armies of Bashar Al-Assad, Putin, the Iranian theocracy, Libyan general Hafer sent by the CIA and the kinglets of Saudi Arabia, though they have not
been able to defeat the rebel masses. Neither Bashar Al-Assad with all his allies in Syria, nor the coalition of nine armies led by Saudi Arabia which are invading Yemen, or Haftar’s forces had not been able yet to finish with the exploited in Maghreb and Middle East. A firm resistance still stands in the Syrian cities of Aleppo, Idlib, De-ra’a, Swaidiya... The Libyan masses resisted armed and forced this Gaddafiist general and his counter-revolutionary forces to retreat. The Saudi invasion broke the teeth against a great Yemeni worker and peasant alliance. Without being defeated from inside, without “Trojan horses” of imperialism inside, without these bourgeois who posed as friends of the masses and then go to control and surrender their fight from the inside, it is impossible consummating the defeat of revolution in Maghreb and Middle East.

The last word has not yet been said
This will be defined in the class struggle

But this is all to be seen yet. Because at the same time they make their covenants, that doesn’t mean that they may impose them. It is not the first time that plans by imperialism and its agents fail.

In Libya after Muammar Gadhafi had been defeated at the hands of the revolutionary masses, imperialism and the Libyan bourgeoisie put in place a new Parliament that occupied the government, attempting to expropriate the revolution. But this could never disarm the masses... and they ended up taking the Parliament and forcing it to vote laws imposed by the masses, such as that prohibiting the participation in the new Libyan State of all personalities who had served under Gadhafi. Also, Libyan oil workers took the wells and ports, and even came to marketing the oil... while Libya is the fifth exporter country in OPEC. That’s why Hafter wanted to crush them by means of a counterrevolutionary coup... and could not.

In Yemen, as the workers and poor peasants were advancing to the capital (Sanaa), the Houthi bourgeoisie agreed with the Government of that time (Hadi) on a Government of national unity. It signed pacts on 2 occasions, in September 2014 and January 2015... and both times, the masses rejected them and occupied the capital, spreading from the North to the South of the country, and expelling Hadi, who had to flee and take refuge in Saudi Arabia.

In Syria, even having to endure a massacre that has claimed the lives of 400,000 workers and peasants and left more than half of the population of that country away from home, living as refugees in tents in the middle of nowhere or in other countries, resistance is still standing and struggling to get to Damascus and defeating Dog Bashar Al-Assad. Even though all the bourgeois fractions in Syria got together in January 2014 in the Geneva II Conference under the command of imperialism (to stay each with a portion of the territory where it controlled the masses) -the starving exploited masses knew to wreck this plan by advancing and arriving at the gates of Damascus and one of the most important military bases of the Dog Bashar in Latakia.

This situation, where the Syrian masses had escaped the control of the General of the FSA and advancing against Bashar Al-Assad, caused imperialism to convene the Vienna Conference; now the plan starts to definitely end with the revolution. The first resolution of this Conference was to send Putin immediately with his planes and 6000 soldiers to massacre the masses. They had to crush the exploited Syrians in the South of Aleppo, the capital of the resistance. They had to retake the insurgent neighborhoods of Hama and Homs -as Al Wa’ar. Putin had to defend the Citadel of power in Damascus so it did not fall into the hands of the masses, and also hold its military base of Latakia for it to remain intact. But none of this could have been possible if not for the flight and surrender of FSA generals whose commanders like the Turkish Government were seated at the table of negotiation in Vienna along with Obama and Putin.

They agree on their businesses because they are bourgeois. They are of a same class, making business among them. Sometimes they have differences in how crushing and control the
masses, or how much each party gets. But the interests between all these fractions are not irreconcilable. Instead, they have proved once more that they are able to negotiate their interests in a common agreement. In Libya, they arrived at a sharing agreement of the governmental posts, the central bank and the slice of the oil income that will be allotted to each in exchange for guaranteeing the sacking of the ‘black gold’ to imperialism. That is why in Yemen they had already agreed two times on a Government of national unity and are currently discussing the same thing. In Syria they are willing to go to a unity Government and a single army.

The only thing that has not allowed these agreements to work on previous occasions was the struggle of the masses. The latter’s interests are irreconcilable with those of the bosses. Therefore, fighting for their demands, they made fail the plans of imperialism and the servile bourgeoisies. They are not represented in any conference or Covenant. They are not willing to let so much blood of martyrs in vain. The fight for a dignified life does not fall within the peace agreements of the cemeteries signed by these local bourgeois fractions under the command of imperialism.

The masses have not given up in Maghreb and Middle East! And they demonstrate it in Yemen not abiding by the ceasefire signed by the Houthis; they are still fighting against the troops of the Saudi Arabian invaders and their allies. In Libya, despite the agreement, the masses have not yet disarmed. As evidenced in Syria, they are also resisting against a ferocious massacre and counterrevolutionary war by the combined efforts of Al-Assad, Putin and the Iranian ayatollahs, seeking to coordinate between the various resistance groups outside the FSA. That is why fractions of the Syrian bourgeois who have been out of business, have denounced the Covenants, trying stay more to the left to contain this sector of the exploited. But without a doubt what they will seek, if they manage to impose their control, is entering the Conference to agree on their share of business.

Once again, the fate of the revolution is defined in the class struggle. And the masses have not said their last word.

The Syrian resistance is still standing! The masses in Maghreb and Middle East do not give up!
The blood of the martyrs will not be in vain!
Down with Saudi Arabia, Libya and Yemen conferences!
Down with the Vienna Talks and its plan for peace of the graveyards!
Long live the revolution in Maghreb and Middle East!

The reader could find the articles and correspondences of the Brigade Leon Sedov in our website:
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due to hunger. Workers and poor peasants give all of us for this revolution, then, we need everything for the victory!

We cannot allow that bankers and bosses do business with our war and struggle that started fighting against the misery and for bread. We must shoot the “most powerful missile” that is - no more no less than- the expropriation of the bourgeoisie in the freed regions and put the economy at the service to win the war, and first, that the poor people eat and live with dignity earning a decent salary. We must claim that this war would win reaching Damascus, uprising the masses that during years have been suffering the worst slaughtering in the capital.

We need a Revolutionary National Council-RNC- to prepare a great counter back to rebel Damascus and the territories where Bashar is located, and to claim that the first measure is to expropriate the banks, the oil companies, factories and the entire genocide basharist bourgeoisie, those murders of the Syrian people.

So they return for the oppressed and workers-the majority of Syria-what belongs to us. Let’s fight to recover the refineries in Raqqa and Deir Azzor where the Islamic State does juicy business with Bilal Erdogan and British. Only a RNC will be able to put the economy, weapons and bullets at the service of the revolution and starving people.

Against the grand coalition attacking on us, we call to set up a grand Coalition formed by those who rebelled for bread in 2011 from Tunisia to Benghazi, from Damascus to Jerusalem.

This revolution does not recognize borders similarly as the imperialist multinational oil companies don’t have borders: they steal the 80% of our oil to move the world.

A single Intifada from the Yemeni resistance against the US-Saudi invasion to the upheavals of the great battalions of the Egyptian working class against hunger and labor slavery and to the rebel Palestine where every day they fight against the Zionist occupant troops. For fighting Against the Summit of the genocidal ones that yesterday gathered in Geneva and today in Vienna.

For the destruction of the Zionist state of Israel! For the military victory of the Yemeni masses, for the defeat the Saudi invasion! Down with the military dictatorship of Al-Sisi in Egypt!

Dow with the murderous regime of the Iranian Ayatollahs, executioners of their people and new counterrevolutionary device of Obama and the imperialist oil companies in the region…!

We call on European workers and youth that suffer hunger and unemployment to break with the barbed wire in Macedonia put in the borders with Greece, in Lampedusa, in Ceuta and Melilla and get unified again as exploited in the European streets. There, we have the central battalions, our brothers of the European working class and refugees who can confront the imperialist gangs who invade us, thus, lead to the victory road.

Against Vienna and Geneva under Obama command sustained by the world Social Forum and silenced by “the left” and renegades of trotskyism
sustaining the butcher and killer Al Assad that have imposed on us again a fence of silence, we call on the US working class to take the streets to stop the imperialist war machine and defeat Obama plan of genocide and ongoing invasion to Syria. They have been applying this plan as in the past they did against Iraq and Afghanistan war or in during the ‘70s against Vietnam War. Each victory of the counterrevolutionary US beast meant more losses for the US working class ‘gains and strengthening of their executioners. Yesterday, the excuse to invade Iraq was that this country had chemical weapons, a vile lie to hide a brutal invasion. They accused the Afghan people of falling down the Twin Towers that the same imperialism accepted as a excuse for then to attack and invade, control and discipline the revolution. Today for them the enemy is ISIS that the same imperialism and allies in the region have sustained and armed to control and discipline the revolution. The same France “attacked Paris” using supposed terrorists that never appeared to justify the militarization of France against his own people and the direct intervention in the war. ISIS is the great excuse to sustain the genocide of dog Bashar who has made the dirty work for all the imperialist powers to smash the Syrian revolution.

The Obama left that support this Coalition is covering up the slaughtering on the Syrian exploited, pose as “anti-imperialist” to isolate and divide our struggle from the solidarity of the world working class. They are the US Flag in La Habana; they sustain the Iranian bourgeoisie that agreed with Yankees the selling out of the nation to the imperialism and a place inside the US battalions with his hitmen. They try to besiege us once again but hundreds of Palestinian youth are already raising the fighting program for Syria. Break with the surrounding fence on us immediately!

Against the Vienna Conference and the Grand Coalition it is time to set up an International Congress convened by those who support our struggle all across the world. We must unify forces to call for a Counter-Conference opposed to Vienna, a counter-Conference of hundreds of worker and anti-imperialist organizations all across the world to organize the active solidarity with the Syrian resistance and refugees.

It is a need to Stop and defeat in the streets together with workers and oppressed people at worldwide level the operation final massacre that has started.

No time to waste. Let’s gather in Lesbos island (where everyday hundreds of refugees arrive decimate due to the rafts that traffickers sink on behalf of the imperialism to prevent our brothers from reaching the old continent’s costs). There, the solidarity of the European working class can be seen clearly.

Once again the last word is in the hands of the world working class and his battle-hardened vanguard.

Brigade Leon Sedov
In November, in Vienna and in December in Saudi Arabia and New York they convened conferences under Obama command to end up closing the chapter of the Syrian revolution. As in Saudi Arabia, FSA generals have participated-FSA generals who don’t represent us and go there to sell out our heroic revolution. They are the indispensable “Trojan horses” to sell it out from inside.

While UN seeks to appear as neutral to disarm the hunger resistance, a holly alliance has set up to end up defeating the most advanced of the Syrian vanguard, defeating Yemen and confine the Palestinian masses into ghettos and refugees camps in their own land as the OSLO agreements ruled.

The resistance doesn’t surrender!!!

We call on the world workers and oppressed people to stop the ongoing slaughter.

Against those counter-revolutionary conferences that only seek to impose the peace of cemeteries and sell out our heroic revolution, we affirm that the blood shed will not be negotiated.

In Syria we call to set up the fighting bodies we conquered at the beginning of the revolution, the Coordination Committees of workers, soldiers and poor peasants, that is, the “Shura”, with revocable delegates chosen by all the masses in struggle, from the most advanced of the resistance to the deprived and millions of refugees. Only from there, a representative organ can emerge from the vast majority of the poor people and Syrian exploited against the dog Bashar, the occupation forces of the Grand Coalition that attack us and against their conferences of Vienna and Saudi Arabia.

We need to set up a National Revolutionary Council that represents all of us and every one who resists the NATO bombs, the massacre and misery. That is to represent us and speak for us those who lean on the direct democracy of those from bellow.

A grand coalition attacks Syria, again they have besieged our revolution. Months ago, we fight at the gate of Damascus, tens of thousands of ours were received by our European brothers, the Palestinian intifada returned to the streets and the Yemeni masses stopped the Saudi invasion.

As a respond to it, the invader forces closed ranks and Vienna expresses it. There is no imperialist country without attacking or providing aid to slaughter in Syria. They come to smash the revolution and if the imperialist powers succeed they will punish the world working class. WE CANNOT ALLOW IT!!

We suffer a new invasion, there is food shortage and who can get some food, it is impossible to buy it with the almonds we earn. While we die for bread, land and freedom, the business men of Bashar, the Islamic State, FSA and others do fabulous business among them and on our blood. Let alone, the weapon factories located in the imperialist countries and their agents like Russia that test their products with blood and the sufferings of our families and expose their products in the world market.

NATO blackmails us with miserable issues and rice to make us surrender.

Continues on page 30